Development and Validation of Quantum Mechanically Derived Force-Fields: Thermodynamic, Structural, and Vibrational Properties of Aromatic Heterocycles.
A selection of several aromatic molecules, representative of the important class of heterocyclic compounds, has been considered for testing and validating an automated Force Field (FF) parametrization protocol, based only on Quantum Mechanical data. The parametrization is carried out separately for the intra- and intermolecular contributions, employing respectively the Joyce and Picky software packages, previously implemented and refined in our research group. The whole approach is here automated and integrated with a computationally effective yet accurate method, devised very recently ( J. Chem. Comput., 2018, 14, 543-556) to evaluate a large number of dimer interaction energies. The resulting quantum mechanically derived FFs are then used in extensive molecular dynamics simulations, in order to evaluate a number of thermodynamic, structural, and dynamic properties of the heterocycle's gas and liquid phases. The comparison with the available experimental data is good and furnishes a validation of the presented approach, which can be confidently exploited for the design of novel and more complex materials.